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Cutting edge: Valuation adjustments

Accounting for initial margin under
IFRS 13
Initial margin (IM) is required by central counterparties and regulations. Chris Kenyon and Richard Kenyon provide an
analysis of International Financial Reporting Standard 13, which indicates margin valuation adjustments should be reflected
in fair value since exiting affected trades requires the acquiring institution to face the same cost drivers from IM.
Furthermore, these project costs contractually resemble the credit support annex costs routinely included in pricing

I
nitial margin (IM) is required by central counterparties (CCPs). From

September 1, 2016, IM is being introduced between institutions trad-

ing financial derivatives in accordance with international regulations

(BCBS-317; see BCBS/Iosco (2015)), which provides a new impetus to

assess whether the lifetime cost of IM, known as margin valuation adjust-

ment (MVA; see Green & Kenyon (2015)), is an acceptable component of

fair value for accounting purposes. We assess a series of arguments based

on International Financial Reporting Standard 13 (IFRS 13; see IASB

(2016c)) and the Companies Act 20061 to understand and evaluate the

place of MVA as a component of accounting fair value. Our evaluation

suggests the inclusion of MVA within fair value is required by IFRS 13

and the Companies Act 2006. We then turn to its accounting treatment,

offering an assessment of its inputs and alternatives for the applicable unit

of account and aggregate reporting.

Margin requirements are contractually embodied in various documents:

the credit support annex (CSA) for variation margin (VM), the credit

support deed (CSD) and clearing arrangements (CAs) for IMs (which

are dynamic despite the name). CSA and CSD/CA can be regarded as

financial derivatives in their own right, as they are long-running contracts

with periodic and/or event-driven (contingent) cashflow. Piterbarg (2010,

2012) showed by no-arbitrage and replication that when a CSA is present it

defines the appropriate discount rate for the derivatives it covers. Common

practice is to include the CSA cost directly in each derivatives price. The

CSA effect can also be priced separately when trades are priced assum-

ing no CSA. It is not necessary for CSAs to be included in the pricing

of individual trades in order to capture their economic effect, but it is

mathematically convenient. Operationally, there are arguments both ways.

Similarly to Piterbarg’s work on CSAs, Green & Kenyon (2015) pro-

vided no-arbitrage and replication pricing of the lifetime cost of CSD/CA.

However, the pricing effect of IM over the life of a trade (MVA) usually

cannot be embedded simply in the discount factor for trades covered by

a CSD/CA. For example, Isda’s standard initial margin model (Simm)

methodology (which answers the BCBS-317 requirement) builds up the

IM amount using a hierarchical variance-like approach that cannot be cal-

culated separately for individual trades. In addition, MVA has portfolio

effects that change option exercise decisions and potentially increase the

size of the state space exponentially relative to the number of option trades

and exercise decision dates (Green & Kenyon 2017). Thus, MVA is usu-

ally computed for the set of trades covered by a CSD/CA as a valuation

adjustment on their price, including CSA (trades in this case will have

1 See www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2006/46/section/393

both a CSA and a CSD). Some forms of MVA can be efficiently attributed

back to individual trades (Kenyon & Green 2015).

Typically, the definition of economic value, also known as the adjusted

derivative value or portfolio value, OV , is written as:

OV D V C U

where V is the unadjusted (or riskless) value and U is the total effect of

all adjustments.

Present value methods for calculating OV based on replication and no-

arbitrage, including many valuation adjustments, are available (Green

2015; Lichters et al 2015) and can be readily extended to new ones (Kenyon

& Green 2016). The main valuation adjustments capture the effects of

credit, funding and capital. The valuation adjustment for IM, MVA, is a

recent addition to the pricing literature (Green & Kenyon 2015), so it is

unsurprising that it is not yet an accepted part of bank accounting.Accoun-

tants and hence accounting rely on subject matter experts; originality and

creativity in accounting is not encouraged by investors (Cannon et al 2009).

A key feature of MVA is that it is a holding cost, so, absent signifi-

cant asymmetry in market power, this means liquid mid-market transac-

tion prices will not represent economic value. We demonstrate below that

accounting has provision for this, and provide details on how to deal with

it using examples and recommendations.

The purpose of this article is to show how to assess whether the lifetime

cost of IM (MVA) is an acceptable component of fair value for accounting

purposes, as well as how to account for it and how to deal with it in

new trade pricing. We start with a synopsis of the relevant parts of IFRS

and the Companies Act 2006, and demonstrate that naive application of

the exit price concept of IFRS 13 can give a false representation of the

financial position. We then show how to apply the exit price concept to

give an accurate representation of the financial position, and we provide

suggestions as to its incorporation into new trade pricing. Finally, we

describe how to apply this valuation in financial accounting for published

financial statements.

Accounting for margin valuation adjustment
To begin, we provide some accounting context in terms of the most sig-

nificant regulations (IFRS 9, IFRS 13) and laws (Companies Act 2006).

After this, we assess arguments as to whether MVA should be part of fair

value and reported in accounts.

For clarity, we will consider interest rate swaps (IRSs) as an example.

When IRSs are vanilla, they are likely to be centrally cleared.When they are

not vanilla (eg, irregular timing, non-standard indexes versus frequency),

they will be traded bilaterally.
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Cutting edge: Valuation adjustments

� Accounting context. Under IFRS 9 (‘financial derivatives’), financial

derivatives are usually valued by irrevocable choice at inception using fair

value through profit and loss (FVTPL). IFRS 13 defines fair value and

replaces the requirement contained in individual standards (IASB 2016c).

In addition, section 393 of the UK Companies Act 2006 states:

(1) The directors of a company must not approve accounts for
the purposes of this chapter unless they are satisfied that they
give a true-and-fair view of the assets, liabilities, financial
position and profit or loss.

(2) The auditor of a company in carrying out [their] functions
under this Act in relation to the company’s annual accounts
must have regard to the directors’ duty under subsection (1).

This is known as the true-and-fair override. If accounting standards do

not result in a true-and-fair view of the financial position and/or results of

the accounting period, then a true-and-fair view must still be presented,

and the company auditors are responsible for taking this into account. In

general, it is expected that accounting regulation will give a true-and fair-

view, but this may not be the case when a field is developing. The Financial

Reporting Council (the UK government regulator on financial reporting)

has obtained legal confirmation that the true-and-fair override applies to

derivatives accounting (Moore 2013).

IFRS 13 is comprised of 99 paragraphs, each of which has equal ‘author-

ity’ (IFRS 13, page A603), and appendices A–D, which form an integral

part of the standard. IFRS 13 defines fair value as an exit price (paragraphs 2

and 9):

This IFRS defines fair value as the price that would be received
to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly
transaction between market participants at the measurement
date.

The characteristics of the asset or liability must be taken into account

(paragraph 11):

A fair value measurement is for a particular asset or liabil-
ity. Therefore, when measuring fair value an entity shall take
into account the characteristics of the asset or liability if mar-
ket participants would take those characteristics into account
when pricing the asset or liability at the measurement date.
Such characteristics include, for example, the following:

(a) the condition and location of the asset; and

(b) restrictions, if any, on the sale or use of the asset.

Thus, the characteristics and location of a trade – ie, that it is with a CCP or

with an entity that is subject to bilateral IM – should be taken into account.

IFRS 13 refers to the fair value of the transaction above using a mix of

entity-independent and entity-specific considerations. Entity-independent

language, emphasising market-based pricing and what participants typi-

cally consider, can be found in paragraph 2:

Fair value is a market-based measurement, not an entity-
specific measurement.

It also appears in paragraph 3:

Because fair value is a market-based measurement, it is mea-
sured using the assumptions that market participants would

use when pricing the asset or liability, including assumptions
about risk. As a result, an entity’s intention to hold an asset
or to settle or otherwise fulfil a liability is not relevant when
measuring fair value.

Market participants are independent, knowledgeable and (appendix A):

(d) They are willing to enter into a transaction for the asset
or liability, ie, they are motivated but not forced or otherwise
compelled to do so.

This contrasts with entity-specific considerations, for example (para-

graph 19):

The entity must have access to the principal (or most advan-
tageous) market at the measurement date. Because different
entities (and businesses within those entities) with different
activities may have access to different markets, the princi-
pal (or most advantageous) market for the same asset or
liability might be different for different entities (and busi-
nesses within those entities). Therefore, the principal (or most
advantageous) market (and thus, market participants) shall be
considered from the perspective of the entity, thereby allow-
ing for differences between and among entities with different
activities.

Market access is entity-specific, as is credit status (paragraph 42):

The fair value of a liability reflects the effect of non-perfor-
mance risk. Non-performance risk includes, but may not be
limited to, an entity’s own credit risk (as defined in IFRS 7,
‘financial instruments: disclosures’). Non-performance risk
is assumed to be the same before and after the transfer of the
liability.

From these paragraphs, it appears an exit price is essentially the price

that another entity would require to step into the position of the selling

entity with respect to the trades. By ‘position’, we refer to market access

and credit status.

An exit price does not involve cancellation (paragraph 34), nor is it an

entry price (paragraph 57 and appendix A).

IFRS 13 (paragraph 79) also covers the case where a liquid price in an

active market does not represent fair value. This is particularly relevant

for holding costs:

An entity shall not make an adjustment to a Level 1 input
except in the following circumstances:
(b) when a quoted price in an active market does not represent
fair value at the measurement date.

IFRS 13 provides some detail about deciding on the aggregation of

assets and/or liabilities in paragraphs 13 and 14. It refers to a ‘unit of

account’, which is determined in accordance with the IFRS that requires

or permits the use of fair value, with IFRS 13 being the ultimate override

if there is a conflict. IFRS 9 does not refer to a unit of account, but it states

in section 4.1.1 that the classification of financial assets depends on:

(a) the entity’s business model for managing the financial
assets; and

(b) the contractual cashflow characteristics of the financial
asset.
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Cutting edge: Valuation adjustments

1 Novation of trade through CCP

A B CCP A B CCP 

C 

?  

(a) (b)

(a) Bank A enters an incremental IRS with bank B via a CCP. (b) Bank A
novates the IRS to bank C for a sum ‘?’. Red arrows indicate the
direction of IM postings. A does not know the net effect of the
incremental IRS on IM requirements for B or C.

Thus, the entity’s approach to managing derivatives is at least as impor-

tant as the actual cashflow involved. The explanatory appendix B (sec-

tions B4.1.1 to B4.1.2B) states that several business models may coexist,

depending on particular business objectives. It notes the business model is

a factual construct, not a matter of intention, and a portfolio may be sepa-

rated into sub-portfolios in order to reflect the management of those assets.

Evidence of what the ‘facts’ are includes performance of the model, how

risks are managed and the compensation of managers. Thus, the account-

ing takes its lead from how the bank is undertaking its management of

derivatives.

� Application of accounting context to MVA. Here, we consider the

application of the accounting context to derivatives subject to IM in order

to understand whether MVA should be part of fair value. We use examples

to bring out the key considerations. The first example involves vanilla

IRSs traded by banks through a CCP (figure 1). The second example is

a hedging package (figure 2), ie, an IRS traded with a client and market

risk-hedged with the street, ie, using an opposite IRS traded with another

bank through a CCP.

Example 1 Bank A enters into a vanilla IRS with bank B; both banks

are clearing members of a CCP and have similar market power (ie, bank A

cannot set the swap price arbitrarily via a direct fee from B separate from

the CCP pricing). Since the IRS is vanilla, and both bank A and bank

B are clearing members of a CCP, the IRS is intermediated by the CCP.

Considering bank A, the CA that bank A has signed specifies that IM must

be posted by bankA. The CA also defines what collateral bankA must post

if out-of-the-money (VM) as well as the collateral rate on this collateral

(and vice versa).

What fair value should bank A reflect in its accounts from entering the

IRS through the CCP? We answer this question in a situation (1) where the

IRS is accounted for without the IM ‘standalone only’ and (2) where the

IRS is accounted for together with its IM ‘standalone: all effects’. We will

consider this transaction from several points of view for clarity. First, we

use a straw-man proposal with a single incremental IRS traded by bank A,

which increases its IM requirements with the CCP. Similar arguments also

apply for a new IRS that decreases its IM posting, because this means there

was a pre-existing position, and for that position to be rational (ie, not lose

money) the pre-existing position must have been a hedging package (see

example 2 for a hedging package).

� Straw-man proposal: standalone only. Here, we assume the effects

of the IRS transaction will be accounted for on the transaction date, and

at future dates, according to the VM collateral calls on the trade by the

CCP. That is, the effects of the IRS are only considered as the valuation

the CCP puts on the IRS alone, as demonstrated by VM calls (or the part

of such calls that is (gross) attributable to the IRS).

� Let us assume for this straw-man proposal that bank A accounts for

this standalone IRS, with the standalone price given by the CCP, on the

grounds that bank A assumes it can exit the trade at any time by paying

the current standalone price to bank B.

�We further assume that since the IRS effects are accounted for as the

standalone price from the CCP, bank A argues the MVA costs from the

CCP IM requirements as contractually required in the CA are accounted

for as zero. That is, in this straw-man proposal, no MVA costs are present

in accounts as a consequence of entering into the IRS. Only the standalone

IRS is reflected in accounts and at the CCP price (VM price).

The above is labelled a straw-man proposal because it clearly fails many

basic tests, as we shall now describe.

� Exit price, novation. Consider the wording of IFRS 13: ‘the price that

would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability’. In IFRS 13,

this price is explicitly not the entry price. If bank A transfers (novates) the

IRS to another bank, C (figure 1(b)), then bank C will face the incremental

cost of posting IM (possibly positive or negative, depending on its exist-

ing profile) and will require bank A to make it at least flat in order to

be indifferent to whether the transaction is performed or not. Given that

posting IM to the CCP is a contractual certainty, this other bank, a typical

market participant (in IFRS 13 terms), will require compensation for any

(positive) incremental costs of posting IM. If not, then bank C is not acting

in its economic best interests.

Given that bank A does not know what the profile of bank C will be if

it attempts to novate, or what information bank C will have on bank A’s

profile, how should bank A account for MVA? The entity-specific parts

of IFRS 13 offer a guide, ie, a bank should consider its own status (its

pre-existing profile, because other market participants would also con-

sider their own profiles) and use that. Thus, bank A should use its own

incremental MVA in accounts for the trade.

Bank A cannot argue that bank C will have different funding costs

because IFRS 13 requires the entity-specific assumptions of similar market

access and similar credit status, and hence funding costs.

Bank A cannot argue that it will wait until a win-win situation occurs

with bank C, whereby both their incremental MVA costs are negative for

the transaction, because IFRS 13 explicitly classes the bank’s intentions

to sell or hold as irrelevant (paragraph 13).

� Exit price, cancellation. Can bank A cancel the trade with bank B

at the CCP price for the trade? Cancellation may be possible, but does

this also mean the cashflow due to other contracts – ie, the CA and the

arrangements (costs) for obtaining the collateral to post for IMs – can be

ignored prior to cancellation? Market practice is not to ignore the cashflow

from other similar contracts, ie, CSAs. Thus, it appears difficult to argue

for disregarding contractually agreed cashflow.

As quoted above, IFRS 13 specifically ignores the bank’s own intentions

in pricing. If bank A argues that it is just about to cancel the trade and

hence should ignore future contractual cashflow related to the trade, then

this appears to fail the requirement to ignore intentions.

� True and fair. Suppose bank A is aware it does post IM on the IRS and

that the unsecured funding costs of the IM are not zero. Does setting the
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unsecured funding costs to zero in accounts provide a true-and-fair picture

of its financial position, as required under the Companies Act 2006? This

does not appear to be the case. The International Accounting Standards

Board’s conceptual framework of accounting (IASB 2010) states that two

fundamental qualities are required for true-and-fair accounting: relevance

and faithful representation. IM is relevant, as it is an essential part of the

derivatives transaction and thus needs to be included in a faithful represen-

tation for accounting terms. The related accounting standards (IFRS 13 and

IFRS 9) are the technical toolkits to achieve that faithful representation.

� Rationality: IM (MVA). An incremental standalone IRS at a CCP will

generate increased IM requirements by assumption. This IM must be

funded, unsecured, for the life of the trade. If unsecured funding is not

free, then this incremental standalone trade is expected to lose money

because of IM. A standalone IRS can be part of a proprietary trading strat-

egy that, by definition, is not assessed in risk-neutral terms because it is

not fully hedged. That is, it takes risks to make profits. If it is not a part of

proprietary trading and is considered standalone, how is a standalone trade

rational considering increased MVA? If we consider market participants

to be acting in their best interests, then they will not enter this standalone

trade at a standalone price.

� Rationality: capital (KVA). A standalone IRS generates market risk for

which capital must be held. If capital is not free, then this standalone trade

will lose money unless it is part of a proprietary trading strategy. If it

is not a part of proprietary trading and it is considered standalone, how

is a standalone trade rational considering KVA? If we consider market

participants to be acting in their best interests, then they will not enter this

standalone trade at a standalone price.

Given the difficulties of the standalone-only position, let us consider an

extension of this position, which we call standalone all effects.

� Standalone all effects. In this case, all economic effects of the

standalone IRS are accounted for. Specifically:

� IRS valuation at VM level, according to the explicit contract with

the CCP;

� the cost of the explicit contract between bank A and the CCP, requiring

bankA to post IM for the market risk of the open position with the CCP; and

� the cost of the implicit contract between bankA and the regulator, requir-

ing bank A to hold capital for the open market risk of the IRS, as evidenced

by the fact that bank A holds a banking licence from the regulator.

Note the contract between bank A and the CCP specifies that the CCP is

the valuation agent; it details in general how the CCP will value the trade.

At present, this valuation is usually based on the collateral definition and

interest rate paid on the collateral (also known as VM). Part of this same

contract with the CCP specifies the level of IM that bank A must post.

The standalone all effects setup resolves the true-and-fair issues by

reflecting the actual economic position with respect to MVA and KVA costs

from explicit and implicit contracts (IM and regulatory capital). However,

the standalone all effects still fails the feasibility test for US banks because

it appears to be a proprietary position. Standalone all effects also fails the

rationality test for non-US banks (for those IRS trades that are not doing

proprietary trading) as there is an expectation of losing money.

Since US banks are forbidden under Dodd-Frank to engage in propri-

etary trading, we now consider the IRS trade as part of a hedging package,

ie, not part of proprietary trading specifically, but rather client servicing.

We analyse two treatments: no effects and all effects. No effects is where

2 Hedging package (CCP C client) example

A B CCP   Client X Client Y

Bank A trades an IRS with client X and hedges with bank B via a CCP.
From the considerations of example 1, we expect bank B to also be
hedged with client Y. Both clients are too small to be subject to
BCBS-317.

IM costs and capital costs are accounted at zero. All effects includes IM

costs and capital costs in fair value.

Example 2 (Hedging package CCPC client) Here, bank A has two

IRS contracts: one with the CCP and one (in the opposite direction) with

a collateralised client with whom there is no requirement for bilateral IM.

Let us suppose the fixed rates on both swaps are of sufficient similarity

that the pair of trades drops out of the market risk capital framework. Thus,

economically, there is only the valuation of the two IRSs and the IM cost

over the lifetime of the trade with the CCP, as required by the CA.

� Straw-man proposal: standalone only. Suppose bankA accounts for

the hedging package as the valuation of the two IRSs, each as standalone

only.The economic effect of the lifetime cost of IM (MVA) is not accounted

for. From our previous analysis, we have the following:

� Exit price, novation. It would be unusual (but not impossible) to novate

the trade with the client to another client. The previous arguments can be

applied for each of the trades in the package. Hence, MVA costs would

be priced into any novation of the trade with IM requirements to another

market participant, as it would also face those costs dealing through a CCP.

� Exit price, cancellation. If bank A cancels the CCP trade, it must imme-

diately put on an equivalent trade in order not to pay market risk capital

costs for the then-unhedged trade with the client. Whether or not this

new trade is subject to IM requirements, the previous arguments that the

cashflow is due to the CAs with the CCP still hold.

The same arguments apply to cancelling the client trade. IFRS 13 forbids

arguments based on intention.

� True and fair. Not including the economic cost of the explicit contract

with the CCP, which requires bank A to post IM whenever it has a net

position, appears to fail this test. The test in question is an economic one

that is part of the Companies Act 2006. Whether or not market participants

are including the cost of IM in their valuation is irrelevant from the point

of view of true and fair. If leaving out the economic costs of IM does not

provide a true-and-fair view of the company’s economic position, then

auditors are required to take notice so long as it is material (Companies

Act 2006, section 393, part 2).

� Feasibility. Supposing the fixed rates on the two swaps are such that

the economic benefit of the package is less than the cost of the IM at

the CPP over the lifetime of the swaps, will this package ever be done?

The answer is quite possibly, given the relationship with the client may

encompass non-derivatives and the client relationship may be evaluated

on a long-term basis over many types of activity.

Suppose, alternatively, that the spreads on the IRS are such that the

economic benefit of the trade to bank A is greater than the cost of IM at

the CCP over the lifetime of the trade. The package is obviously feasible

in this case.
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� Standalone all effects. In this case, bank A reflects into accounts the

value of each IRS from a standalone point of view. It also includes the

cost of IM (MVA) required by the CA with the CCP over the life of the

package. Capital costs (KVA) are also included. How does this look from

the point of view of our previous analyses?

� Exit price. Arguments above from both novation and cancellation

are respected by including costs from all explicit and implicit contracts

and ignoring any entity-specific intentions. (The implicit contract is the

regulatory requirement to hold capital.)

� True and fair. Since all of the economic effects are now reflected in the

financial position of the company (according to its accounts), there is no

objection from this point of view.

� Feasibility. The previous analysis holds: even if the package includ-

ing MVA loses money, this may be done as part of a client relationship

over many different transaction types considering the expected lifetime

of the client relationship. This perspective does not change valuation

requirements.

The estimated cost of bilateral IM for trading through a CCP is roughly

one basis point per 10 years of maturity (Sherif 2016; Green & Kenyon

2015). Bilateral IM using Simm may be higher, as Simm is calibrated to

twice the margin period of risk of a CCP (10 days), and to ‘a significant

period of market stress’. This can be compared with a typical bid-ask

spread in an IRS trading of 0.25 basis points (Sherif 2016b). MVA thus

appears to be material, so it cannot be ignored as it is not material.

� Derivatives accounting summary. From the point of view of IFRS 13

(‘fair value’), IFRS 9 (‘financial instruments’) and the CompaniesAct 2006

(especially section 393, ‘true and fair’), the two appropriate accounting

treatments appear to be:

� standalone all effects, and

� hedging package all effects.

The first treatment is appropriate for proprietary trading, while the

second is suitable for package, or net, positions. Leaving out economic

effects appears to fail both the exit price criteria in IFRS 13 and the

true-and-fair test.

Market standard derivatives pricing combines the CSA with the term

sheet of the transaction, ie, including non-term sheet contracts in pricing is

not new. Hence, it is consistent with current market practice with respect

to economic effects to include CSDs and CAs between CCPs and their

clearing member banks where these cause economic effects (cashflow).

While it is market practice to price CSAs into individual derivatives, this

is for convenience and not a necessity. Derivatives can be priced without

taking into account the CSA, ie, uncollateralised, and the cashflow of the

CSA contract on derivatives can be priced separately.

The list of economic effects above is essentially the exit price for both

the transactions (trades) and the CSAs, CSDs and CAs combined. That is,

if an alternative bank were to step in to replace bankA, then this alternative

bank would face these economic effects. Thus, assuming the alternate bank

was acting in its best interests, it would require compensation at the level

of the sum of the economic effects in order to be indifferent as to whether

it stepped in or not. In non-performance risk, we include both own-credit

risk and effects of own-credit risk on the funding level of bank A. The use

of own funding costs reflects the requirement to use own-credit risk before

and after the transaction to exit the position (IFRS 13, paragraph 42).

� Accounting treatment. We propose employing a similar accounting

treatment for MVA to that used for KVA in Kenyon & Kenyon (2016).

A. MVA cost reporting location and implied unit of account

Implied unit of Implied pricing
MVA cost reporting location account location
Part of trade requiring IM Trade IM-requiring

trade

Part of trade that is hedged Trade Hedged trade
by a trade requiring IM

In trade C hedge package Package Either hedged
trade or
hedging trade

Follow the economics of Sales transactions, Charge to
dealing with each counterparty direct counterparty originating
requiring hedging where there charging counterparty
is IM either on hedge, or both
on hedge and with
counterparty

Separate line item on balance Desk, central Charge-back
sheet charging by attribution

We value the financial instrument (FI) using IFRS 13 fair value by

including lifetime costs of posting collateral (MVA) in order to comply

with IFRS 9 and IFRS 13. The valuation model will typically include the

present value of cash inflows of interest as well as outflows to pay for

collateral postings (see the valuation techniques in IFRS 13, particularly

sections B10 (‘income approach’), B12 (‘present value techniques’) and

following). Using a standard IRS model at the inception of the IRS would

record a value of £0, so as to leave the value flat if the expected costs of IM

collateral are exactly balanced by the cashflow from the terms of the trade

and cashflow due to VM collateral. Subsequent changes in value will be

reflected in movements in the profit-and-loss account as well as increases

in value resulting in profits being registered, and vice versa (IFRS 9).

The key point is that the treatment avoids the possibility that spurious

profits – ie, the value of the MVA included in the terms of the trade –

are booked ignoring future costs. Spurious profits would be booked if

the costs of MVA were compensated for by changing the term sheet of

trades (to make them more profitable), but the costs of MVA were not

represented in accounts. This is exactly the same issue that appears when

dealing with KVA.

As an example of the appearance of spurious profits, consider a vanilla

receive-fixed interest rate swap traded in such a way as to require posting

of IM (recalculated every day). Now suppose the costs of this IM (MVA)

are included in the trade terms by increasing the fixed rate to be received. If

MVA is not included in accounting for this trade, it will appear spuriously

profitable. The spurious profits are actually required to pay for the funding

of IM posted over the lifetime of the trade.

Practical considerations
Here, we consider practical aspects of MVA accounting; specifically where

to account for MVA and inputs to the price.

IFRS 13 suggests deriving the pricing unit of account (eg, trade, pack-

age, counterparty, etc) from the business model. This means that the

accounting location can follow the business model. In other words, MVA

costs can be accounted at the location where they are charged, eg, the

counterparty (ie, not the hedge with IM, where the cost arises). Table A

gives alternatives.

In the accounting context section earlier, we saw that accounting does

not require the law of one price to hold; the law of one price has

been in retreat since funding value adjustment (FVA) became generally
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recognised. Rather, IFRS 13 permits entity-specific considerations, pro-

vided they are treated as market participants would treat them. Explicit

examples include market access and own-credit status. This suggests

pricing MVA in the same entity-specific manner, using approaches that

other market participants would typically use. That is, firms use their own

funding information (as in FVA) as the input to MVA.

Conclusions
IFRS 13 (‘fair value’), the Conceptual Framework for Financial Reporting

(IASB 2010) and the Companies Act 2006 support the conclusion that the

lifetime cost of IM (MVA), when required by CCPs or other regulations

(eg, BCBS-317), is part of accounting fair value. This conclusion follows
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the posting of IM and hence its costs.�
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